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Let S be a surface. We asymptotically enumerate two classes of n-edged maps on 
S as n + co: rooted and rooted smooth. These are based on a system of equations 
which give, in principle, the exact generating functions. CD 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a connected compact 2-manifold without boundary. A map 
(G, S) is a graph G embedded in S in such a way that each maximal con- 
nected component of S - G is simply connected; that is, each face of (G, S) 
is a disk. In particular, it follows that G is connected. 
A map is rooted if an edge, a direction along the edge, and a side of the 
edge are distinguished. The edge is called the root (edge) and the face on 
the distinguished side is called the root face. A map is smooth if it has no 
vertices of degree less than 2. 
Throughout we shall use g to denote the type of a surface S. This is the 
letter traditionally used for genus. For an orientable surface the type g 
agrees with the genus, and is related to the Euler characteristic x of the sur- 
face by the equation 
g=l-fx. 
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We shall use this same relation to define the type g of a non-orientable sur- 
face. Thus, whereas the projective plane and Klein bottle are of genus 1 
and 2, respectively [3, p. 333, in this paper we shall say they are of type i 
and 1. No further mention shall be made of genus. This non-standard con- 
vention simplifies our formulas, mainly because the type g of a surface is 
additive with respect to the direct sum operation # [3, p. 331: 
g(S, # S2) = ‘ml) + g(G). 
Another convention we follow is that the letterj always varies over possible 
types, and that a dashed summation C’yzIIz indicates a sum over the half 
integers Z/2, (E + 1)/2,..., g. In formulas containing summations over whole 
number types we write C$= I meaning, as usual, j = I, I + l,..., g. 
Let T,(n) be the number of n-edged rooted maps on an orientable sur- 
face of type g, and let Z’,(n) be the corresponding number for a non-orien- 
table surface of type g. Define rs,(n) and I’S,(n) to be the number of 
n-edged, smooth, rooted maps on a orientable and non-orientable, respec- 
tively, surface of type g. We will prove: 
THEOREM 1. For g fixed and n -+ a, 
T,(n) ‘v t,n5’“- ‘)‘212n; 
T&(n)- ($)5(R-1)‘4 t,&- “‘75 + 2&; 
P,(n) ‘v p,n5’“- IV2 12” when g>O; 
ps R (n) k (‘)S’C ‘)I4 2 p,nS’R- ““(5 +2&Q” when g>O; 
where t, and pn are computable via non-linear recursions. The first few values 
are 
t, = 2/J;; 
t, = l/24 
t2 = 714320 J;r 
PI/2 = -2$/I--$) 
PI =f 
P3/2 = &/3Ut). 
Remark. The origins of our notations T,(n) and P,(n) are “torus” and 
“projective plane.” The torus has type 1 and the projective plane type 4. In 
[2] explicit formulas are given for C T,(n)x” and x P,,,(n)x”. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the 
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multivariate generating function M,(x, y, I) which considers all surfaces of 
type g, orientable and non-orientable; Section 3 analyzes the singularity of 
M,(x, 1, 0) closest to the origin; Section 4 treats &?,(x, y, I), which con- 
siders orientable surfaces only; Section 5 deals with smooth maps; Section 6 
uses the preceding results to complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
2. A GENERATING FUNCTION FOR RATTED MAPS 
Consider rooted maps of type g. We will distinguish k 2 0 distinct faces 
other than the root face and call them face 1 through face k. Let 
mg(e, r, fi ,...) be the number of e-edged rooted maps of type g where the 
root face has r edges and face i has f, edges. (If a face borders an edge on 
both sides, we adopt the usual convention of counting the edge twice.) Let 
Z={i,<i,<-} b e a ml e set of integers, and define f ‘t 
MJx, y, I) = C rn,(e, r, f ,,...) x’y’z? . . . 
Observe that 
MJX, l,!ZU=C (T,(n)+P,(n))x”, 
n 
and for g equal to a half integer we have T,(n) = 0. In this section we prove 
THEOREM 2. Let w $ I be an integer. Then, 
MJX, J’, 1) = xy2 ft 1 Mj(X, y, q Mg-j(X, Y, I- a 
j=O/Z Sc_I 
+2xY3-+-,(x, Y,z+o),.u=.” 0 
+ XY”$ (YM,- ,,2(4 Y, 1)) 
+ 2 (M*(x, LO - YJqXY Y? 1)) 
+c E (ZiM,( x> zi, I-- (i>,- yM,(x, y, I- {i},, 
iel I 
where 6 is the Kronecker delta and M _ 1 s M 1 ,2 E 0. 
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Proof: Let e be the root edge of a map M. Reasoning in a manner 
similar to that used in [2], we distinguish four cases: 
(A) The root face borders both sides of e and 
(Al ) removal of e disconnects M, or 
(A2) removal of e does not disconnect M. 
(B) The root face borders only one side of e and 
(Bl) none of the distinguished faces borders e, or 
(B2) a distinguished face borders e. 
When e is a double edge, that is case (A), there is a simple closed curve rt 
that lies entirely in the root face except for a point in the interior of e, and 
such that traversing z causes one to move from one side of e to the other. 
Cut the surface along 71 and fill any holes with disks as in [2]. 
Case (Al). In this case the cut produces two surfaces, after filling the 
holes created by the cut. Let M, and M, be the two maps. They can be 
rooted by the edge on the root face of M that is immediately before or after 
e when traversing the root face boundary. This corresponds to the first 
summation in Theorem 2. 
Case (A2). In this case the result of the cut is one surface, and the cut 
creates either one or two holes. If there are two holes, then by filling in the 
holes we obtain a map M’ which is on a surface of type g - 1 and has an 
additional distinguished face (w say). In addition, we must distinguish the 
vertex of face o where the root edge of M was incident and the direction of 
traversal of the face induced by the traversal of the root face of M. We can 
view the construction of M from M’ as sewing a handle with the root edge 
between the two faces. This corresponds to the first partial derivative term 
in Theorem 2. 
If on the other hand the cut creates one hole only, then cutting destroyed 
a cross cap of the original surface. When the hole is filled with a disc, the 
new surface has type g - 4. If the new root face has r edge incidences, there 
are (r + 1) ways to reattach e; this accounts for the second partial 
derivative term in Theorem 2. 
Case (B). In this case removal of e results in a map of the same type. 
The last two summations in Theorem 2 correspond to cases (Bl) and (B2), 
respectively. The reasoning in these two cases is similar, and so we will 
enter into detail only with regard to (B2). To see how the last summation 
arises, note that removing e merges the root face and face i to produce a 
map M’. Between them the root face of M and face i have two more edges 
(both sides of e) than the root face of M’. Given a map 44’ counted by 
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m,(e, r, f), where f contains (I II - 1) entries, there are (r + 1) ways to reat- 
tach the root edge e, giving a contribution to M,(x, Y, I) of 
III-’ 
m,(e, r, f) . xc + ’ fl z$ yz: + ’ + y2z: + . . . + y’+ ‘zi), 
r=l 
whereI--(i}={j,<jz<...}. 
Writing (Yz;+‘+Y2z;+ ... +Yrflzi) as (Yz;+‘--y”*)/(l-Y/z,), and 
summing over all possible (e, r, f), we find a total contribution to 
Mg(x, Y, 1) of- 
Summing over i E Z gives the last summation in Theorem 2, and completes 
the proof, once the Kronecker delta accounting for the single vertex, 
edgeless map on the sphere is included. 1 
For those familiar with the combinatorial definition of a map (e.g., [4]), 
we note that Theorem 2 can be proved without mentioning cutting and 
filling operations on the surface. Define next, 
‘4(x, y) = 1 - Y + “Y2 -2x$( 1 - Y) M,(x, y, @). 
When (g, I) # (0, 12/), Theorem 2 may be rearranged to give 
(2.1) 
+c (l-Y)=, 
_ y tZiMg( x, zit I- fi}) 
isl z, 
- YM,(X, Y, I-- (i},,. (2.2) 
It is known [2] that A(x, f) = 0 where f = (5 - J??!%)/(4 + 2x). From 
now on we let 
f(x)= 
5-,/1-12x 
4+2x 
(2.3) 
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Since M,(x, y, fzI), the generating function for maps on the sphere, is 
known, we have a method for computing any M,(x, y, I) in principle: use 
(2.2) inductively on g and ) I), setting y = f to obtain M,(x, 1, I) and then 
substituting that into (2.2) to get M,(x, y, r). In the next section we will 
obtain asymptotic information from (2.2) by a method that does not 
require exact solutions. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF M&x, l,@) 
We shall obtain asymptotic formulas for the coefficient of xn, as n + cc, 
in several analytic functions h(x) by analyzing the singularity of h(x) 
nearest the origin. Let us introduce the notation 
to mean 
(i) h, and h, are each analytic in ) x ) -C ) x0 1, and x = x0 is the only 
singularity of each on the circle ) x 1 = 1 x0 ( ; 
(ii) h, and h, may each be written in the form 
;$, (1 - hJP’ g,(x) + P(X) 
where g, ,..., g, are all analytic near x0, e, < e2 < . . . < ed are rational num- 
bers, e, is not in the set (0, 1, 2,...}, g,(x,) #O, and p(x) is a polynomial; 
(iii) h, and h2 have the same e, in the above representation, and also 
the same g,(x,). 
Whenever h,(x) x h,(x) as x + x0, it fohows from [ 1, Theorem 41, that 
CoeMh,(x)) - Coef,.(h,(x)) - 
gl(%) x0” 
rzl+elr( -e,) 
as n-+ 00. (3.1) 
We plan to differentiate both sides of (2.2) with respect to y and z, and 
then set y=zi=J: To this end, let a=(...a,...) be a vector of non- 
negative integers such that cl; = 0 for i 4 I and define 
fq’(x7 L a) = (ay), n;. , (&),, n/i,(X> Y, 1) I y = z, = /’ (3.2) 
(Here, and in the following, 1 a 1 denotes Cj cli.) 
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To see that asymptotic information about H is relevant to our final goal, 
set Z= 0 and y = zi = f in (2.2) to obtain 
Mg(x9 l, 0er)=f(f- l) 1’ H,!“‘(xt 07 O) H~!j(xY 03 O) 
j= l/2 
+2f2(f-1)H~~,(x, {o},o+l) 
+ f’(f- 1) fq 1,2(x 0 0) , 3 
+ f(f- 1) q? I/2(X, 0,0), g > 0. (3.3) 
In the preceding we have used 0 to denote the vector of all zeroes, and 
o + 1 to denote the vector of all zeroes except a 1 in the oth coordinate. 
Our goal in this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3. There is a collection of constants q5f)(Z, a) such that for 
(g, III, t) z (0, 0, 01, 
ZZi)(x, Z, a) z q5F)(Z, a)( 1 - 12x)-’ as x + A, 
where e=(lOg+2t+5 (II +2 [al-3)/4, and di)(Z, a) > 0 for 
(g, lZl,~)#(O,O, 1). 
For any function F(x, v) let F”) denote 8F,(i3y)’ 1.” = /, where f is given 
by (2.3). The following lemma simplifies later calculations, and will be used 
frequently without explicit reference. 
LEMMA 1. Zf F(x, y) is analytic and non-zero at (A, 4) and 
G(k) - N gk( 1 - 12x) -Q where elk is strictly increasing, then 
(FG)‘k’ E F( A, $) GCk’. 
ProoJ (FG)‘k’ = C (f) F”’ Gck ~ i’. N ote that f( A) = 4. By assumption, 
fl”‘Gck’ z F( &, 4) GCk). 
Since F is analytic, F”’ exists for all i and so for i > 0, 
fli)G(k - i) = &qG(k- 9) = o(G(k)). 1 
We will prove Theorem 3 by induction using the lexicographic ordering 
on (g, 1 I(, t). The following Lemma covers (0, 0, t). 
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LEMMA 2. For t > 0, 
~“‘~d,(l _ &-‘2’-W with d, = -$$ (-$)‘-‘(,‘i’,) t!, 
and Theorem 3 holds for cjg)(@, 0) = 5 ,,k ( - @)‘( ,‘i’,) t! 
Proof Let B=4x2y3(y-1) M,(x, 1,0)-4~y~(y--l)~+(x~1~-~+ 1)‘. 
From [2], or using Theorem 2, we find that A2 = B, and we calculate 
B’O’ = B(l) = 0 
B”‘= 4 (1- 12x)“‘+ 3 (1-12x) 
Bc3’ = - JQ + higher order terms 9 
B(l) = constant + higher order terms, t > 4. 
Since A2 = B and A”’ = 0 we have 
,c, (;) Ack) A(‘-k) = B(‘). 
By induction on t it follows that for t > 1 
A”‘&(1 _ 12x)-‘2’-3”4 as x-+ l/12, 
provided d,, the solution of 
1 
4 t=2 
1-l 
1 (;)dkdtpk= &‘; t=3 
k=l 
0, otherwise, 
are all non-zero. Using the exponential generating function D(z) = 
C, d,(z’/t!) we solve 
and with due consideration to sign find that 
D(z) = - &5(z J1-252/18). 
The rest of the lemma follows from differentiation of (2.1). 1 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3. Let t > 0, apply 
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ar’lal/(ay)’ n (a~,)~, to both sides of (2.2) and set y = zi =f: If can- 
cellation does not occur for the low order terms. we obtain 
1-l 
10 c (I) /4(1--k) HF’(X, I, a) 
k=O 
z-&,ft 1 i (~)H~~(X,S,aJ,)H~~~‘(x,z-S,u/,~s) 
J=0/2 SsIk=O 
(AS) f (0,0) 
(gJ) 
-& i (;)H~r:‘(x,I+w,a+(w~(k+l))) 
k=O 
(3.4) 
where u IS is a restricted to S and 
Fi(Y) = Y  
alai-% 
Ill+ i (az,)a’ 
M,(x, Y,I- (q,I;,=,-. 
Temporarily drop the subscript i from zi, CI,, and F,. We have, with 
z=f+~andy=f+& 
a '+OL F(z)-F(y) 
t! a! Coef,,, 
F(z) -F(Y) 
(ay)‘(az)* z - y z=v=/ = ( E-8 > 
= t! a! Coef,l,. c Fck) 
Ek-dk 
k k !  (E-8) 
t !  a! 
= (t+a+l)! 
Ff . 
r+or+l) 
Thus, if cancellation does not occur, the last summation in (3.4) is 
?I 
z-- 
t !  cc;! .6ffc 
25i,,(t+cci+1)! 5 Rl+a’+l(x,z-{i},ul,~ji)). (3.5) 
Using (3.5) Lemma 2, and induction, all terms appearing in (3.4) except 
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possibly A (l)H(r- l)(x, Z, a) are zconstant . (1 - 12x))‘, with e as stated in 
the theorem. R8earranging (3.4), we obtain a recursion for 4: 
k=O 
+; .$ c i (;)~~k)(S,als)~b’-~‘(z-S,al,~,) 
J=0/2 Scl k=O 
( is) z (0.0) 
( g.1) 
t! a,! 
+gc (t+cc 
rtl I 
+l)!~~+‘i+‘)(~-{j},al,-~jl). (3.6) 
db’)( 0,O) does not appear on the right of (3.6) unless g = 0 and I= 0, 
which we have covered with Lemma 2. Hence all terms in (3.6) are positive 
by the induction hypothesis and so no cancellation occurs in (3.4) or (3.5). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF A&x, 1,0) 
We now introduce A&x, y, I) which is defined identically to M,(x, y, I) 
except only maps on orientable surfaces are considered. (Thus, 
g = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). We then have 
THEOREM 4. Let o $ I be an integer. Then 
k&x, y, I) = xv* f 1 lq(x, “V, S) A,-j(X’ y, z-w 
j=O SC1 
+ f$ (k&Y, 1,I) - Y&(X? YT 4) 
-+ Fz?y 
2 (ziA,(x, zi, I-i) - yA,(x, y, I- 9) 
+ ho., 6d.P 
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Proof The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2, with the 
following observations: 
(1) In the case (Al), C’ is replaced by C because only integer types 
occur. 
(2) In the case (A2), the factor 2xy3(8/8z,) M,- , ... is now 
xy3(a/az,) fc&, . . . because in reversing the construction there is only one 
way to attach a handle to the two faces and keep the surface orientable. 
(3) The latter part of case (A2), involving the cross-cap and 
introducing into Theorem 2 the term xy’(~Y/L?y)(yM,- ,,z...) has no analog 
here, again because all surfaces that arise are orientable. 1 
Now let Z?i)(x, Z, a) be defined as ZZF’(x, Z, a) was, but again restricting 
attention to orientable surfaces only. By the same reasoning which led to 
(3.2), now we find 
Aqx, 1, 0) = f(f- 1) 1 fq”vx, a 0) q!?j(X, a 0) 
j=l 
+f’(f-l)Zq?,(X, {Cx},Wl). 
Also, the same proof used for Theorem 3 leads us to 
(4.1) 
THEOREM 5. There is a collection of constants $:)(I, a) such that for 
(g, L t) z (0, $23, O), 
19:)(x, Z, a) z qSF)(Z, a)( 1 - 12x))’ as x-h, 
where e=(lOg+2t+5(1~+2~a~-3)/4, and $(‘)(Z,a)>O for (g,t,Z)# R 
(0, 1, 0). 
The analog of (3.6) turns out to be 
r-2 
lot fi(&,-‘)(Z, a)= 10 1 (6) cZ~,@)(Z, a) 
k=O 
+&i: 1 i: (;)~~k)(~,aIs)E~~~)(z-~,aI,-s) 
/=O SSIk=O 
(L.9 Z (0,0) 
( &?.I) 
+$j c (t+ti”t l)!J~+at+l)(Z- {i},al,-iii). 
re1 
(4.2) 
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5. SMOOTH MAPS 
We shall use S,(x) to denote the ordinary generating function by num- 
ber of edges for rooted, smooth maps on an orientable surface of type g. In 
terms of previously introduced notation: 
S,(x) = 1 23,(n) xn. 
THEOREM 6. S,(y) = (C(x)/(C(x) + 2xC’(x)))(fi,(x, 1, 0) - S,,C(x)), 
where C(x) = (I - ,/=)/2x and y = x(C(x))*. 
Proof: Consider a rooted map. The root edge and its distinguished side 
determine at the head of this edge a “first edge” and an ordering of the ver- 
tex’s edges which we may call “clockwise.” Via a depth-first search one may 
then assign a “first edge” and “clockwise” direction at all other vertices. For 
future reference (see Theorem 7) we note that this process allows one to 
assign canonically to any vertex of a rooted map a local orientation, even if 
the underlying surface is not orientable. We are not orienting the surface, 
merely describing a procedure for unambiguously selecting a local orien- 
tation at each vertex. 
Let e = (u, w) be an edge of a smooth map on an oriented surface. We 
can attach at u just clockwise of e a rooted tree. By doing this for all ends 
of all edges we obtain all maps. If the smooth map is rooted at e with head 
u we may wish to leave the root at e or move it to one of the edges of the 
tree. Since each edge has two orientations, we get a factor of 1 + 2E, where 
E is the number of edges in the tree. Thus, if C(x) is the generating function 
for rooted planar trees by number of edges, 
c S,(n) x”(c(x))‘~-‘(C(x)+ 2xC’(x)) 
is the generating function for rooted maps of type g on an orientable sur- 
face that are not trees. Hence 
Aqx, 1, $3) = S&C?) c +Fc’ + ~o,,C. 
If p(x) is the enumerator of rooted plane trees by vertices, then C = p/x, 
where p = (1 - ,/=)/2. The latter is well known and can be derived 
fromp=x(Lop”). I 
As was remarked in the proof of Theorem 6, one may use the same idea 
for non-orientable surfaces. We have 
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THEOREM 7. C,PS,(n)y” = (C(x)/(C(x) + 2xC’(x)))(M,(x,l,@) - 
ti,(x, 1, a)), where C(x) = (1 - JiX)/2x and y = ~(C(X))~. 
LEMMA 3. The functions MJx, 1,0) and &Jx, 1,0) are algebraic with u 
Laurent series expansion in ( 1 - 12x) ‘I4 Their only possible singularities are .
at x = h and x = - 4, the latter being on the sheet of the Riemann surface 
associated with choosing the negative sign for (1 - 12~)‘~~ at x = - f. 
Proof The arguments leading to Theorems 3 and 5 establish the first 
sentence. For M, we see by (3.3) and (3.4) that the singularities occur at 
the singularities of f and Ack) and the zeroes of A’“. An analogous 
argument applies to fi. This gives x = & and x = - $ as claimed, the latter 
due to B”‘= 0. The denominator of f(x) vanishes at x = -2, but the 
singularity is removable since the numerator also vanishes. 1 
LEMMA 4. The generating functions for smooth maps in Theorems 6 and 
7 are algebraic and their only possible singularities are at y = 5 f 2 $, 
-3k2&, -3, and -1. 
Proof: All but the last arise from x= A, x= -4 and C(x) + 
2xC’(x) = 0, respectively. The solution to y =xC(x)’ is x = y/( 1 + y)‘, 
which gives y = -1. m 
6. F%KIF OF THEOREM 1 
It follows from (3.1), (4.1), and Theorem 5 that 
T,(n) N t,nsCgp ‘)1212” for g > 0, 
with t, computable by using (4.2) and 
(6.1) 
When g = 0, (6.1) is still valid by the known explicit formula for 
M,(x, 1, 0). In this case, 
to = 8/3Z-( - 1). 
(See C2, (5.2)1.) 
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From (3.1), (3.3), Theorem 3 and P,(n) + T,(n) = Coef,(M,(x, 1, a)), 
we have 
P,(n) - p$(g- lY2 12” for g>+, (6.2) 
with pn computable by using (3.6) and 
Actually, we cannot make the above assertion about P,(n) until we verify 
that pg > 0. This follows from the positivity of (6:) when g is a half integer; 
to handle whole number values of g, observe that 4:’ > 6:) inductively. 
When g = 4, (6.2) is still valid by the known explicit formula for 
M,,,(x, 1, 0). In this case, 
PI/2 = -2 $lrc - t 1. 
(See [2, (5.3)].) The computation of t, and pg is facilitated somewhat by 
the observation that when calculating @)(Z, a) it suffices to consider the 
case Z= (1, 2,..., m> and a, >a, 2 ... >a,. 
By Lemma 4, the only important singularity for smooth maps is 
y = 5 - 2 J%. With y = x 3 (( 1 - J=)/~x)~, 
1-12x= l- 
( 
y 
> 
m 
1 
5%2$ as x+iT 
Using this, (3.1), (4.1), and Theorem 6 one obtains the asymptotic formula 
for 7’S,(n) given in Theorem 1. In a similar manner, from (3.1), (3.3), and 
Theorem 7 one obtains the stated formula for Z’S,(n). This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
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